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‘Orchard’ 
Cameo vase with clear foot. (Approx. 17cm 

high.) 

Cameo oval perfume bottle. (Approx. 7cm high 

and 10cm diameter.) Multiple layered enamels 

comprising, sargassogrun, turmalin, citronengelb 

and Bristolgrun fused with a deep band of silver 

leaf. 

A refined design of summer fruits and berries, 

nestling amongst the surrounding vines and 

foliage,  

skilfully carved from the silver leaf and richness 

of the enamel colours 

  

. 



‘Scrolled Border’ 
A four-layered cameo open bowl with clear pad and foot. (Approx. 16cm high and 16cm diameter.) 

A steel blue core overlaid with Bristolgrun, sterling silver leaf and finished with a multiple layered 

band of  

silver leaf around the edge of the rim. 

This elaborate design incorporates a stylised leaf interlocking with a scrolled decorative border, carved 

into the silver leaf band around the rim. The piece is complimented further by the decoration around 

the middle  

and base of this exquisitely decorated bowl. 

  

‘Summer Fruits’ 
A four-cased cameo amphora vase with flared rim. 

(Approx. 16cm high.) 

A blue core overlaid with steel blue, mountain 

blue and a multiple layer of silver leaf. 

This mirage of summer fruits and foliage envelop 

this delightful piece. The design has been skilfully 

carved to reveal the intricate detail of ripened 

fruits and berries, leaf and foliage. The fluidity 

and warmth of this technique is successfully 

combined with the cool blues and precious silver 

leaf.  

Re-heat Cameo (Hybrid technique which 

combines classic cameo and Gräal.) A highly 

skilled and specialised three-stage technique, 

which allows the intricate designs more freedom, 

movement and fluidity. 

‘Garden of Flowers’ 
A four-cased cameo amphora vase with flared 

rim. (Approx. 21cm high.) 

Gold ruby core overlaid with steel blue, 

mountain blue and a multiple layered band of 

22ct gold leaf fused around the shoulder of the 

vase. 

This ethereal design depicts the beauty and 

natures splendours of the summer garden in full 

bloom. An abundance of detailed floral 

specimens and foliage encased within the surface 

of this magnificent vase. The design is further 

enhanced by the majestic richness of the gold 

leaf, revealing the wonderful collaboration of the 

gold ruby and blue enamels to unveil the warmth 

golden amethyst.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 


